OUR SIGNATURES
STRAWBERRY AND
BASIL MOJITO

€14

Bacardi Carta Blanca, Strawberry Syrup,
Lemon, Basil
Light and refreshing summer cocktail

CHILLI MARGARITA

€14

Jose Cuervo Tequila, Cointreau, Lime,
Frank’s Hot Sauce
A spicy twist on the classic

MIDNIGHT NEGRONI

€14

Bacardi, Martini Rosso, Campari,
Dark Chocolate, Maple Syrup
Slightly sweet, smooth with a hint of chocolate

WHISKEY SOUR

€14

Jameson, Lemon, Cane Syrup, Egg White
A classic cocktail made with the finest Irish
Whiskey

SALTED CARAMEL
ESPRESSO MARTINI
Blackwater Vodka, Kahlua, Salted Caramel
Syrup, freshly brewed Espresso
A digestive served with toasted
marshmallows, a perfect after-dinner drink

€14

OUR SIGNATURES
BLACKWATER SPRITZ

€14

Blackwater Vodka, Lilleth Blanc Vermouth,
Grapefruit, Seltzer, Tonic water
A beautifully crafted mix of vodka, vermouth,
and grapefruit

THE AVIATION

€14

Montenotte Gin, Crème du Violette, Luxardo
Maraschino, Cane Syrup, Fresh Lemon Juice
A classic gin-based cocktail with floral notes

BRAMBLE

€14

Montenotte Gin, Crème du Mure, Lime, 		
Cane syrup, Blackberries
A gin sour with a blackberry flavour

PINEAPPLE JULEP
Montenotte Gin, Maraschino, Pineapple,
Raspberry syrup, Orange, Lime, Prosecco
A twist on the classic julep style cocktail

€14

WHITE ~ FRUITY & DELICATE
BOSMAN GENERATION 8, CHENIN BLANC 		
SOUTH AFRICA
Delicate nuances of pear & peach,
balanced with a long dry finish

€32.00

TORMARESCA CHARDONNAY, PUGLIA IGT
ITALY
Notes of citrus fruit balanced by hints of
wild flowers, delicate fruity finish

€43.00

WHITE ~ CRISP & REFRESHING
FORTE ALTO PINOT GRIGIO 			
ITALY
Delicate, fruity aromas, with a palate that
balances almond & stone-fruit

€28.00

COMTE DE TREILLIERE, SAUVIGNON BLANC
FRANCE
Fresh, simple & easy drinking with
good balanced acidity

€8.50 €29.50

GORGORITO, VEDEJO, RUEDA 		
SPAIN
Aromatic & refreshing acidity,
which lingers on the palate

€8.50 €30.00

LOUIS CANAS BLANCO, RIOJA ALAVESA 		
SPAIN
Tropical fruit aromas dominate with some
hints of fig tree leaves, fresh, elegant & smooth
DOMAINE DE LA VINCONNIERE,
MUSCADET SERVE-ET-MAINE SUR LIE 		
FRANCE
Light-bodied white from Loire Valley,
minerality with citrus & green apple aroma

€36.00

€37.00

WHITE ~ CRISP & REFRESHING
TE PA, PINOT GRIS
		
€10.00 €39.00
NEW ZEALAND
Dry, bright & lively, with aromatic fruit flavours,
pear & honeysuckle notes
WALNUT BLOCK ORGANIC
SAUVIGNON BLANC 			
MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND
Vibrant & powerful, showing aromas of
ripe gooseberry, citrus & melon
HAUS KLOSTERBERG, DRY RIESLING,
MARKUS MOLITOR 			
GERMANY
Delicious lime & clean crisp mineral character

€11.00 €42.00

€11.00 €42.00

WHITE ~ MEDIUM BODIED
SIMONE JOSEPH ‘LES PETIT MOE’
CHARDONNAY 			
€9.50 €35.00
LANGUEDOC, FRANCE
A light medium bodied wine, lovely
honeyed fruit & plenty of freshness, elegant finish
TOLLO, PECORINO, ABRUZZO
€46.00
ITALY
Citrus & tropical fruit, white peach & mango,
delicate hints of aromatic herbs & white jasmine flowers
POUILLY FUME, ABBAYE-ST LAURENT
€55.00
LOIRE, FRANCE
Exquisite freshness, with an acidic finish, strong taste of
grapefruit, with green apples & honey
DOMAINE WILLIAM FEVRE, CHABLIS
€62.00
BURGUNDY, FRANCE
Very refined bouquet, citrus, white fruit & floral notes,
minerality balanced by a good freshness

RED ~ VIBRANT & FRUITY
€28.00

TLG GARNACHA
SPAIN
Fine, elegant aromas & a wide variety of
jammy raspberry tones
DE CHANSAC, CARIGNAN 		
FRANCE
Perfectly balanced, with lifted red berries
& a smooth, silky palate
FOSSO CORNO, MONTEPULCIANO
D’ABRUZZO ‘AIRES’ 			
ITALY
Intense, persistent & fruity, hints of vanilla,
full bodied, well balanced, tannic long finish

€8.50 €30.00

€10.00 €37.00

RED ~ MEDIUM BODIED
MONTEBUENA ALAVESA,
CRIANZA DOC RIOJA 			
€9.00 €34.00
SPAIN
Complex nose with good intensity, ripe fruit,
cocoa, velvety feel with an excellent long finish
BODEGA RENACER, PUNTO FINAL, MALBEC
MENDOZA, ARGENTINA
Smooth, silky with round tannins
& a long persistent finish
COTES DU RHONE, BELLERUCHE ROUGE
M.CHAPOUTIER RHONE VALLEY 		
FRANCE
Candied black fruits & liquorice complements
aromas of pepper & tobacco

€9.50 €36.00

€10.00 €38.00

CORBIERES LES PIPELETTES, SYRAH,
DOMAINE SAINTE MARIE DES CROZES
€11.00 €42.00
FRANCE		
Fresh & glossy on the palate, reveals sweetness, perfectly
balanced by acidity
ZENATO VALPOLICELLA SUPERIORE, VENETO
ITALY
Structured, soft & warm, with intense hints
of red fruits & sweet spices

€45.00

RED ~ RICH & RIPE
SIEGAL RESERVA, CABERNET SAUVIGNON
CHILE
Black cherries, tobacco & cinnamon,
with good structure & soft tannins

€31.00

QUINTA SEARA D’ORDENS RESERVA
DOURO, PORTUGAL
Smooth & rounded, rich in dark fruit flavours,
with layers of savoury & spicy notes,
firm tannins & a well-disguised acidity

€10.50 €41.00

BARDOS ROMANTICA RIBERA
DEL DUERO TEMPRANILLO
SPAIN
Coffee & plum aromas, concentration of dark
fruits, well-structured tannic, dry finish
SAINT JACQUES DE SIRAN,
BORDEAUX SUPÉRIEUR, MARGAUX
FRANCE
Fruity with multiple levels of structure,
integrated oak & ripe smooth tannins
GRATAVINUM 2� R, PRIORAT
SPAIN
Smooth touch, full of fruit & very well balanced
HAUT BRION CLARENDELLE, SAINT-EMILION
FRANCE
Black fruit & beautiful floral aromas, fruity,
peppery & spicy notes, elegant,
fine tannic structure
DOMAINE BOUCHARD PERE ET FILS,
1ER CRU ROUGE
BURGUNDY, FRANCE
Complex bouquet of jammy red fruits,
peony with hint of chocolate, a beautiful
maturity & fine tannins

€42.00

€60.00

€70.00

€90.00

€120.00

SPARKLING
PERLAGE ORGANIC & VEGAN
‘SORA LOC’ FRIZZANTE 			

€9.50 €37.00

ITALY

Fresh, young & crisp, with a lovely fruity character
€48.00

SEGURA VIUDAS, PENEDES, LAVIT ROSADO

SPAIN

Fresh, minerally, with raspberry aromas,
palate of nuts, citrus & pomegranate
€52.00

PARES BALTA CAVA BRUT

SPAIN

Deliciously dry, plenty of bright, soft fruit flavours,
with a gentle creamy smokiness & a clean,
tropical fruit infused finish
LOUIS PICAMELOT, BLANC DE BLANCS
BRUT NV 				

€15.00 €75.00

FRANCE

A lovely fruit-driven sparkling wine,
traditionally made with a lightness & freshness,
perfect apéritif
LAURENT PERRIER

FRANCE

		

€22.00 €110.00

Delicate Champagne with notes of citrus and
white fruits. Round and expensive on the palate,
with a good balance of flavours that evolve
towards the fruit. Long and persistent finish
€185.00

LAURENT PERRIER ROSÉ

FRANCE

Champagne Laurent Perrier was founded in 1812,
and the Rosé was launched in 1968. Made from
100% Pinot Noir grapes, it is defined by its
ripe red fruits, raspberry and strawberry, on the
nose and palate, its flavour, intensity, and its freshness
BOLLINGER SPECIAL CUVÉE NV

FRANCE

Structure, length & vivacity, bubbles like velvet,
pear, brioche & notes of fresh walnut

€160.00

ROSÉ
ROSABELLE, GRENACHE ROSÉ
LANGUEDOC, FRANCE
Dry & fruity, with fresh strawberry
and raspberry aromas

€8.50 €34.00

ROSA DEI MASI
ITALY, 2018
Soft & well balanced with lively & refreshing
acidity, long, attractive finish

€9.00 €36.00

€48.00

CHATEAU SAINT-CROIX MAGNOLIA ROSÉ
COTES DE PROVENCE, FRANCE, 2018
Lively fruity character, smooth & well balanced,
with a refreshing long finish

ALCOHOL FREE WINES
€29.00

MCGUIGAN CHARDONNAY
Aromas of white peach combined
with subtle influences of vanilla & oak

€29.00

MCGUIGAN SHIRAZ
Subtle spice & vanilla notes complemented by
plum & forest berry aromas

SHERRIES & PORTS
HARVEYS BRISTOL CREAM SHERRY

€6.50

		
€7.80
GRAHAM’S BLEND NO.5, WHITE PORT		
		
DOW’S NIRVANA RESERVE PORT
DOURO VALLEY

€7.80

DOW’S LBV PORT
DOURO VALLEY 2009			

€9.00

BARTENDER’S CHOICE
MIDLETON VERY RARE

€26.50

Midleton Very Rare is Ireland’s most exclusive whiskey.
Only a small number of casks of the finest distillates
are hand selected by the master distiller at The
Midleton Distillery each year. The distillery is situated
in Midleton, less than 20 minutes from here

METHOD & MADNESS SINGLE POT

€9.00

REDBREAST 15 YEAR OLD

€15.70

YELLOW SPOT

€12.00

POWERS ‘JOHN’S LANE’
SPECIAL RELEASE

€13.00

A single pot still whiskey aged in chestnut casks, a
combination of what we’ve always done in Midleton,
and what we’ve never tried before. It’s not often we
stray from the traditional oak, but one sip suggests it
was well worth the deviation

A sumptuous single pot still whiskey, with a great
degree of ageing, Redbreast 15 is richer, earthier &
stronger than its 12 year old sibling, an essential part
of any whiskey-drinker’s education

The recreation of an old brand, the pot still content in
Yellow Spot is medium weight, similar to Green Spot,
but aged for at least 12 years; drawn from three types
of casks: ex-bourbon, sherry & Malaga casks that held
Pedro Ximenez wine. These casks add a good bit of
weight, body & flavour, adding additional dimensions

A revival of old style Powers once made at the old
distillery at Thomas St, Dublin, this no-age statement
release, has been aged predominantly in ex-bourbon
casks, with a small amount of ex-Oloroso sherry
barrels

BARTENDER’S CHOICE
THE MONTENOTTE GIN

€8.00

Our specially commissioned bespoke Montenotte Gin has
a unique character & flavour with an impressive depth of
woody, fruity & floral flavours to create this sophisticated
botanical gin. A combination of elements, amongst other
botanicals, fragrant lavender, robust rhubarb, punchy
pink peppercorn & wild cardamom subtly infused to
perfection by Blackwater Distillery, inspired by our
Victorian Gardens.

MONKEY 47

€13.00

An unusual gin from the black forest in Germany,
Monkey 47 contains a unique ingredient; cranberries!
The 47 comes from the number of botanicals that go
into this unique gin & the fact it’s bottled at a healthy
47%. This plethora of ingredients has paid off. In 2011 it
won the world gold award in the gin category & gold
for best in class for gin at the international wine & spirits
competition. Not bad!

DRUMSHANBO GUNPOWDER

€7.50

HENDRICK’S

€7.90

SIPSMITH LONDON DRY GIN

€9.00

An Irish gin made with juniper, angelica, orris, caraway,
coriander, meadowsweet, cardamom & star anise, as well
as vapour infused oriental lemon & lime, fresh grapefruit
& gunpowder tea; it’s produced at the shed distillery,
who are also making their own Irish pot still & single malt
whiskeys
Quirky producer Hendrick’s make their pot-still distilled
gin, using cucumber as one of the primary botanicals;
this makes for a unique, tasty & incredibly refreshing gin

Produced in the workshop previously used by the late,
great Michael Jackson (whiskey writer, not moonwalker),
this super-small-batch artisanal gin is flavoured with
restraint, making it easier for the natural quality of
the spirit to shine through. Distilled in a marvellously
compact pot still / column still combo named Prudence,
Sipsmith epitomises distilling on a truly artisanal scale.
At the time of her installation, Prudence was the first
copper pot still to be brought to life in London for over
200 years

IRISH
Bushmills

€5.20

Dingle Whiskey		

€9.00

Paddy

€5.50

		

Powers Gold Label

€5.50

Blackbush

€6.50

Velvet Cap		

€8.00

Connemara		

€7.50

Powers 3 Swallows		

€8.50

Bushmills 10 YO

€10.00

Green Spot

€11.50

Black Barrel

€11.50

Powers Signature

€13.50

Redbreast 12 YO

€13.50

Jameson 18 YO

€45.00

Jameson Caskmates		

€10.00

Teelings Small Batch
Teelings Single Grain		
Proper Twelve

€11.00
€10.00
€9.50

SCOTCH
Johnnie Walker Red 		

€6.00

Johnnie Walker Black

€9.50

Famous Grouse 			

€5.50

Teacher’s

			

€5.10

		

€12.00

Bowmore 12 YO 			

€7.50

Chivas Regal 12 YO

		

€7.50

Laphroaig 10 YO

		

€13.50

Glenfiddich 12 YO

Ardbeg Uigeadail 			

€7.25

		

€11.50

				

€6.50

Ardbeg Corryvreckan

AMERICAN
Jack Daniel’s

Southern Comfort

			

€6.00

Maker’s Mark

			

€9.00

Wild Turkey

				

€7.30
€8.25

Bulleit Bourbon
Knob Creek

				

€14.50

Gentleman Jack 			

€8.20

JD Single Barrel 			

€12.60

Woodford Reserve

		

€9.50

GIN
Blackwater No. 5
		
CDC Cork Dry Gin
		
Bombay Sapphire
		
Gordon’s
			
Gordon’s Pink Gin
		
Graham Norton Gin
		
Blackwater Wexford Strawberry
Kinsale Gin
			
Tanqueray 10				
Bertha’s Revenge
Dingle Gin
		
Whitley Neil
		
Method & Madness 			
Roku Gin 			
		
Tanqueray			
Monkey 47
Drumshanbo Gunpowder
Hendrick’s

€7.80
€5.50
€6.00
€5.50
€6.50
€6.75
€8.50
€7.50
€10.00
€8.50
€6.50
€8.00
€8.60
€8.00
€7.00
€13.00
€7.50
€7.90

Clean Gin (0% alc)				 €6.00

VODKA
Blackwater Vodka 				 €6.00
Tito’s Handmade Vodka
		 €6.50
Dingle Vodka
				 €7.50
Cîroc Vodka 				
€10.00
Belvedere
				 €9.50
Grey Goose
				 €9.50

BRANDY
Hennessy
				 €6.00
Lounguevile House Apple Brandy		 €9.50
Remy Martin VSOP
			
€6.50
Hennessy VSOP 				 €12.50
Hennessy XO
			
€30.00

RUM
Bacardi 					
Malibu 					
Captain Morgan Spiced Rum
		
Bacardi Fuego 				
Bacardi Negra
				
Bacardi Carta Oro 				
Bacardi Anejo Cuatro 4Y			
Bacardi 8 Anos 				

€6.50
€6.00
€5.50
€7.50
€7.00
€7.00
€8.00
€12.50

LIQUEURS
Campari
				
Harvey’s Bristol Cream
			
Pimms No 1
				
Blue Curaçao
				
Cacao White
				
Crème de Cacao
			
Crème de Cassis
			
Crème de Menthe
			
Martini 					
Cointreau
				
Bailey’s 					
Irish Mist
				
Kahlua 					
Peach Schnapps
			
Pernod 					
Tequila 					
Espolon Tequila 				
Tia Maria
				
Benedictine
				
Drambuie
				
Grand Marnier
				
Jagermeister
				
Sambuca
				
Chartreuse
				

€5.30
€5.30
€5.30
€5.40
€5.50
€5.50
€5.50
€5.50
€5.50
€5.50
€5.70
€5.70
€5.70
€5.70
€5.70
€5.70
€6.50
€5.70
€7.00
€6.00
€6.50
€6.00
€6.00
€11.50

Should you have a preference for an additional brand please ask your
server and we shall endeavour to assist you

BOTTLED BEERS & CIDERS
Budweiser
Kopparberg Strawberry & Lime 		
Bulmers Light
Budweiser
				
Bulmers Light
Pint
				
Bulmers
		
Coors Light
Coors Light
				
Heineken
Heineken
				
Peroni
Peroni
					
Corona
Corona 					
Becks Non Alcoholic
West Coast Cooler
			
Paulaner Non Alcoholic
West Coast Cooler Rosé 			
West Coast Cooler
Paulaner
				
West
Coast
Cooler				
Rose
Heineken
0.0
Paulaner
Paulaner Non Alcoholic 			
Punk
PeroniIPA
GF
				

€5.40
€6.80
€5.40
€5.50
€6.00
€5.50
€6.25
€5.40
€5.50
€5.40
€5.50
€5.40
€6.00
€5.50
€6.00
€5.40
€6.10
€5.25
€6.10
€5.60
€6.50
€5.60
€5.50
€5.90
€5.80
€5.50
€6.00

DRAUGHT BEERS & CIDERS
Tiger
DRAUGHT BEERS
Beamish
Guinness
Beamish
Murphy’s
Guinness
Heineken
Murphy’s
Coors Light
Heineken
Moretti
Lagunitas
Coors Light
Orchard
Morreti Thieves
Cute Hoor
Rebel
Red
Bulmers
Archway
Killarney
Chieftain Red
IPA Ale
Orchard Thieves

& CIDERS
€6.10

pint

€3.20

glass
€2.90

€5.50
€5.90
€4.50
€5.80
€5.30
€6.20
€6.00€5.30
€6.50€5.50
€6.40€5.50
€6.00€6.00
€5.90€5.60
€6.00€5.50
€6.50€5.60

€3.20
€2.45
€3.10
€2.60
€3.30
€2.60
€3.20
€2.85
€3.40
€2.85
€3.40
€3.00
€3.20
€3.10
€2.90
€3.20
€2.90
€3.40
€3.00

€5.20

€2.90

MINERALS
7 Up
					
7 Up Free
				
Club Orange
				
Club Lemon
				
Coke
					
Diet Coke
				
Ballygowan Still 				
Ballygowan Sparkling
			
Britvic Apple
				
Britvic Orange 				
Britvic Cranberry
			
Britvic Tomato
		
Britvic Pineapple
Cidona 					
Lucozade
				

€3.30
€3.30
€3.30
€3.30
€3.30
€3.30
€3.20
€3.20
€3.00
€3.00
€3.00
€3.00
€3.00
€3.50
€3.90

MIXERS
Schweppes Tonic
			
Schweppes Slim Line Tonic
		
Schweppes Ginger Ale 			
Club White Lemonade
			
Club Soda
				
Fever Tree Tonic
			
Fever Tree Elderflower Tonic
		

€2.80
€2.80
€2.80
€2.80
€2.80
€3.60
€3.60

STRAWBERRY MINT COOLER

€9.50

A non-alcoholic version of the classic Cuban
cocktail, this refreshing blend of mint, lime juice,
strawberries & soda water, is a refreshing treat
with none of the guilt

SAN FRANCISCO

€9.50

Perfect to brighten short days, this combination of
juices incorporates orange, cranberry, pineapple
& lime juice, with grenadine & is a sure-fire way of
quenching one’s thirst

VIRGIN FROZEN DAIQUIRI

€9.50

Non-alcoholic passion fruit & mango daiquiri
is a sweet treat, blended with ice, lemon juice
& sparkling water, these tropical flavours are a
tantalising treat

VIRGIN COLADA

€9.50

The classic Piña Colada, minus the alcohol! This
classic cocktail tastes just as good without the rum;
blended with ice, this concoction of pineapple juice,
lime juice, cream & coconut syrup, is perfect for
relaxing on Panorama Terrace

TEAS & COFFEES
Tea
				
Coffee 				
Americano
			
Espresso 				
Latte
				
Flat White
Mocha 				
Herbal Tea
			
Hot Chocolate
			

€3.50
€3.00
€3.75
€3.10
€4.00
€4.00
€4.00
€3.80
€3.80

WINTER WARMERS
Hot Whiskey
Hot Port

			
			

€7.50
€7.50

COFFEE WITH A KICK
Irish Coffee
Bailey’s Coffee
French Coffee
Calypso Coffee
Italian Coffee

			
			
			
			
			

€9.00
€9.00
€9.00
€9.00
€9.00

STILL & SPARKLING WATER
Bottled in-house as part of our commitment
to sustainability; enjoy unlimited refills of our
refreshing, filtered, chilled still & sparkling water
INFINITE SUPPLY STILL

€3.00

INFINITE SUPPLY SPARKLING		

€3.00

